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1. (20 points) Consider the initial value problem for an ordinary differential equation of the form: 

d1.l. (t)
一一 = f(包(t) ， t) , 1.1. (0) =旬，

dt 

where t ε[0，叮泊 the time variable, T > 0, 1.1. E IRm is a real-valued vector function , and 
the function f εIRm isωsumed to be ∞ntinuous with respect to t and uniformly Lipschitz 
continuous with respect to 1.1.. for t ε[0，呵， yielding the existence 個d u吶ueness of the 
solution for this problem. 

Denote Un and F" to be the numerical appr位imation of 1.1. and f at time tn = nk , re
spectively, where k is the time step. Which of the following line位 multistep methods are 
convergent when each of them are used to approximate this problem numerically? For the 
ones that 位e not, are they in∞nsistent ， or not zerφstable ， or both? 

(a) Un.+2 = !Un+1 + 4un + 2kpn+1, 

(b) Un+1 = -4Un + 5Un- 1 + k (4戶+ 2F"-1) , 
(c) un+4 = Un + 許 (F"+3 + F"+2 + F"+l) , 
(d) Un+3 = _Un+2 + Un+1 + Un + 2k (pn+2 + pn+1). 	

J 

2. 	 (25 points) Consider the following fìnite-difference method for solving the heat equation ðt1.l.(x ,t) = 
θ'.，.，1.I.(X ， t) on a unit domain X ε[0 ， 1] ， 

2k.___" , _ 斗，、
U')T~ = U:: + -=-.~ (Uπ弋正 二 2U')Tl + U~l )，

J.2 、 3- 1 --3 . - 3T且 n 

with the inítial and periodic bound紅y conditíons 包(X ， O) = 1.I.0(X) 組d 1.I.(O, t) = 1.I.(l , t) , 
respectively. Here UJ' denotes the appro泊mate solution of 1.1. at a spatial poínt X; = jh and 
at a time tn = nk , where h and k are the mesh sizes in the spatial and temporal domains, 
respectively. 

(a) Determine the order of accuracy of this method (in both spa.ce and time) . 

(b) Suppose we take k = αh2 for some 缸.edα> 0 and refìne the grid. For what values of 
α(if any) will thís method be Lax-Richtmyer stable and hence convergent? 

(c) Is thís a useful method ? 

3. 	 (30 points) Consider the Poisson problem 'ÿ'21.1. = f on a unit squ前e domain D ε[0 ， 1] x [0,1] 
with the Dirichlet boundary conditíon 叫。D = g. Devise a higher-order method for thís 
problem (that 誨， the order of accuracy of the proposed method is higher than 2); algorithmic 
details are required. 
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4. (25 points) The Camassa-Holm equation, 

θ'tU+ 2κθ'"，U 一 θ'"，，，，tU+ 3uθl"，u-2θ'Z'UθIX%'U - Uθzzzu=0， 

results from an asymptotic expansion of the Euler equations governing the motion of an 
inviscid fluid whose free surface can exhibit gravity-driven wave motion, where κε lR. is a 
constant. Suppose that we are interested in an initial value problem with u(x ,0) = Uo as the 
initial condition for x ε[0， 1 ]， and the periodic boundary conditions on both sides 

To find approximate solution of this problem numerically, one approach is to first rewrite the 
above Cam品sa-Holm equation into the form 

θ'tU+ θ'"， GU2
) +句=。 

with 

p 一 θ'"，，，，p= 間+UZ+i(如)2 
Note that ifθI"，p = 0, we have the inviscid Burgers equation, while if U is known a priori 
we have the Helmhòltz equation for p. Now based on the above couple systems, devise a 
“convergent" numerical method for this problem. 
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